Date: October 26, 2016

To: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Gina McCarthy
From: An Alliance of 60 Companies, Local Governments and Nongovernmental Organizations
Re: Comments on Proposed Rule About Clean Energy Incentive Program Design Details
Docket ID No. is EPA–HQ–OAR–2016–0033

Dear Administrator McCarthy,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule about Clean Energy Incentive Program (CEIP) design details (81 FR 42940, June 30, 2016). Recognizing the importance of the CEIP as an opportunity to spur early investment in low-cost emission reduction strategies, we recommend that the Renewable Energy Reserve (RER) be expanded to include energy efficiency policies and measures.

Energy efficiency is a zero-emission and least-cost option for states to use in complying with the Clean Power Plan (CPP) while supplying affordable, reliable electricity to their residents and businesses. To ensure that early action is rewarded and that the momentum of efforts in states is not stymied, we recommend that early investments in energy efficiency receive at least the same incentive as early investments in renewable energy. This can be achieved by expanding the scope of the RER so that, like all renewables, all early investment in energy efficiency can receive allowances or emission rate credits (ERCs) with a federal match at a ratio of 1:1.¹

Although EPA’s cost-benefit analysis shows that energy efficiency is the cheaper path for compliance, by incentivizing renewable energy over energy efficiency EPA will in effect be making the CEIP more expensive for states to implement.² This will particularly impact communities with high energy burdens and those most vulnerable to climate change.³

By excluding energy efficiency in this early action program, EPA runs the risk of undermining energy efficiency as a compliance approach for states throughout the compliance period. As we have seen with past air regulations, administrative uncertainty surrounding compliance approaches is highly discouraging to states. Even though every state implements utility-run energy efficiency programs, only a handful of states have taken credit for energy efficiency in their past state implementation plans (SIPs).⁴ Providing a clear path for energy efficiency to receive credit as an early action compliance approach will offer certainty to states considering

¹ Throughout this document we use the phrase energy efficiency to refer to demand-side energy efficiency measures, programs, policies, and projects.
energy efficiency as a compliance strategy. Allowing energy efficiency to receive a federal match of 1:1 in the CEIP will help to pave the way for states to implement the lowest-cost approach throughout compliance.

EPA outlines four criteria that renewable energy technologies must meet to qualify for 1:1 credit. Energy efficiency meets all of these criteria:

1. **Zero-emitting resource**: Energy efficiency reduces energy demand, offsetting the amount of electricity that must be generated from existing emitting sources such as coal and natural gas. As a zero-emissions resource, energy efficiency has a long history of achieving significant emissions reductions from the power sector. 5

2. **Essential to longer-term climate strategies**: Energy efficiency is essential to longer-term climate strategies, and is a source of multiple benefits to ratepayers and program participants. 6 By implementing energy efficiency policies and programs, communities will benefit from sustained emissions reductions, improved resiliency, more reliable and affordable energy, and enhanced flexibility in meeting long-term climate goals. 7

3. **Counteract the potential shift in investment from renewable energy to natural gas in the lead-up to the start of the interim performance period**: Energy efficiency reduces overall electricity demand, obviating the need for large-scale gas-fired power plants to meet demand. 8 Efficiency also helps with renewable energy deployment because it can be used to address intermittency concerns that are sometimes raised in connection with large-scale renewable energy deployment. 9

4. **Requires investment and deployment lead times of relatively shorter duration**: Energy efficiency requires investment and deployment lead times of relatively short duration that would be achievable in the timeframe of the CEIP. Energy efficiency investments can be procured relatively quickly, compared with the longer lead time required for permitting new generation sources or transmission lines. It can take more than a decade to bring a new generation source online and any number of pitfalls can delay the project, such as issues in securing financing or the necessary permits, market volatility, and construction delays. In contrast, energy efficiency comes in fairly small portions, so investments can be spread out over time or deployed quickly as needed. 10

---


M. Brown, A. Smith, and G. Kim, *The Clean Power Plan and Beyond* (Georgia Institute of Technology, 2016). cepl.gatech.edu/projects/ppce/cpp%26b#

Energy efficiency meets all of the criteria for eligible technologies outlined by EPA in this proposal. Like renewable energy, energy efficiency is a zero-emitting resource that contributes to long-term climate change strategies, and it can be implemented on the time-scales needed under the CEIP. Given that energy efficiency is on par with renewable energy under EPA’s criteria, it should be treated as an additional resource eligible to receive 1:1 credit under the RER. Energy efficiency is a cost-effective resource; however, it will not automatically be deployed due to several existing barriers to implementation.\(^{11}\) To help offset the upfront cost associated with energy efficiency, we request that EPA offer the same incentive to energy efficiency that renewable energy receives under the CEIP.

Since the original CEIP proposal was released along with the final Clean Power Plan emissions guidelines (EGs), the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) and Production Tax Credit (PTC) for renewable energy have been extended. EPA points out in this proposal that combining the RER incentive with the extended federal tax credits for wind and solar may be problematic due to the fact that the tax credits will help to meet the CEIP’s objectives with respect to promoting increased deployment of renewable energy. By dividing the RER between renewable and energy efficiency projects, this problem is mitigated. We support a mechanism to limit the number of early action allowances or ERCs available to wind and solar projects that also qualify for the ITC or PTC. EPA suggests apportioning less than 50% of the 300 million short ton matching pool to eligible renewable energy projects through the RER. We support limiting the RER matching pool for renewable energy projects to 25%. This would leave the remaining 25% of the RER matching pool available for qualifying energy efficiency projects on a 1:1 basis. Similar to renewable energy projects, energy efficiency projects eligible to receive 1:1 matching credits or allowances through the RER could commence operations on or after January 1, 2020. This date would create consistency with renewable energy projects and would sufficiently limit eligible energy efficiency projects to take advantage of 25% of the allowances or credits available through the RER matching pool.\(^{12}\)

We stand ready to discuss this recommendation further.

Sincerely,

Steven Nadel*
Executive Director
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
*See additional pages attached listing cosigners.

---

\(^{11}\) S. Vaidyanathan et al., Overcoming Market Barriers and Using Market Forces to Advance Energy Efficiency (ACEEE, 2013). aceee.org/research-report/e136. Existing market barriers to energy efficiency include upfront cost, imperfect information, and split incentives, among others.

\(^{12}\) A. Gilleo et al., The 2015 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard (ACEEE, 2015). aceee.org/research-report/u1509. Savings from utility-run electricity efficiency programs totaled approximately 25.7 million megawatt-hours (MWh) in 2014, a 5.8% increase over the prior year. We are proposing to make available 75 million allowances for energy efficiency in each year of the CEIP through the RER (this includes state and federal matching allowances), which would create an incentive to maintain current programs, but also increase energy efficiency savings significantly.
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